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Benjamin Fulford -- December 5th 2016: The Dominoes 

Keep Falling, Hollande, Renzi, Sarkozy down, Xi, Putin, 

Abe and Merkel Now Targeted 

 

(Stillness in the Storm Editor) In honor of Ben's wishes to withhold posting the full update here is a portion of his 

report. 

 

This post will be updated after approximately 3 days since its initial release; usually on Thursday. 

 

Added links below. 

 

Update - Be advised that apparently the photo of a cannibal dinner is not genuine. It appears to be (from what I can 

tell doing a precursory search online) from movie called Thanksgiving. I have added more photos at the end of the 

section in question. (Thank you to a commenter on Fulford's website) 

 

- Justin 

 

Source - Benjamin Fulford 

 

Despite strenuous efforts by the Rothschilds and the bloodline families, the Khazarian mafia dominoes 

keep falling one by one. The resignations or announced resignations of Italian Prime Minister Matteo 

Renzi, French President Francois Hollande, European Parliament President Martin Shulz, New Zealand 

Prime Minister John Key, and the defeat of Khazarian drug dealing gangster Nicolas Sarkozy are the 

latest falling dominoes. 
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There is now a major campaign unfolding to remove remaining senior Rothschild agents like the so-called 

“Vladimir Putin” of Russia (the real Putin died long ago), Chinese strongman Xi Jinping, Japanese slave 

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and Hitler daughter Angela Merkel in Germany, according to multiple sources 

in China, Russia, the US, Japan and elsewhere. 

 

The shockwaves caused by the fall of Italy’s Renzi will be the biggest for now, because it paves the way 

for the election of a Five Star Movement government that promises to leave the Euro. There will be a 

“world of hurt” in the Italian banking system as a result that will only speed up either the re-introduction of 

the Italian Lira or else lead to the possible creation of a new Mediterranean currency, P2 Freemason 

sources say. A Mediterranean currency would co-exist with a revived Deutschemark that would take over 

the rump of the Euro in Northern Europe, the sources say. 

 

The Rothschilds and the bloodlines are fighting back hard and are pulling all the stops they can to try to 

prevent US President Elect Donald Trump from taking power with their big push for vote recounts in the 

US, sources in the US Green party, the Rothschild family and CIA all agree. The push is headed for “a 

hard and fast 13 December deadline mandated by Title 3, U.S. Code, Section 5 that each of the individual 

American States must have concluded all controversies related to their voting and submit their Electors for 

the 19 December Electoral Collage vote to install that nations’ next leader,” CIA sources say. 

 

Related Video: Anonymous -- The Next 10 Days will Rock the World 

 

This push will fail because the bloodlines do not have any real backing in either the US military or the 

agencies, Pentagon and CIA a sources say. 

 

The white hats in the military and the agencies are fighting back with a major push to expose very real 

pedophilia and human sacrifice being carried out by the bloodline families. 

 

An insider in one of the bloodline families sent a horrific photograph of a cannibalistic event. This writer 

hesitated to publish the photo, which was sent shortly after Thanksgiving but, decided to do so in order for 

people to understand what we are fighting against. The picture will be made available to subscribers only 

for now and can be seen below. 

 

http://sitsshow.blogspot.com/2016/12/Video-Anonymous-The-Next-10-Days-will-Rock-the-World.html


 

 

Photo appears to be a fake. More photos below (possibly from the film Thanksgiving (2007)) 
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Image Source.  
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Image Source. 
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Image Source 

 

Related #PizzaGate the Documentary, Pedophilia involving Podesta Emails, Clinton, Obama, David 

Brock, DNC 1 & Legalizing Pedophilia 

 

The photograph is real as far as I can tell. Notice, for example the white cloth or paper around the fingers, 

they seem to be there so that people have something to hold on to as they rip them off. Also, notice the 

tied up children, who are most likely designated as “desert.” We are sworn to avenge this woman and her 

many fellow victims. 

 

Former Khazarian sex slaves in Europe are also sending us credible evidence of hunting of 14 and 16 

year old boys and girls by members of the European royalty. 

 

This is what a CIA source with extensive knowledge of the situation had to say; 

“It’s about time this so called pizza-gate and the global underground pedophile rings are being exposed. It 

has been going on secretly since the late 50’s early 60’s in America in the entertainment industry. Most 

likely before then as well…the main reason Walt Disney built Disneyland, finished in 1955, was to have a 

central location for his close friends to come pick up children and have a good time. Frank Sinatra, Bob 

Hope, even the Shah of Iran made visits to his children’s fantasy playground to enjoy more than just a 

walk in the park. Walt Disney was a well know pedophile amongst his inner circle of friends. Do you know 

how many children go missing every year at Disneyland, Disney World, Disneyland Paris and Tokyo? This 
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is a part of the global children trafficking cartel. Then there was the Mickey Mouse Club TV series which 

started in 1955, with the famous Mouseketeers. That is a whole different story in itself”. 

Related BREAKING -- Man With Gun Arrested at Comet Ping Pong | Pizzgate False Flag Psy-op in 

the Making. Objectivity and Vigilance is a Must 

 

Related Who or What is the Whore of Babylon — Exposing the Cabal’s Global Child Abuse 

Network | Blackmail via Pedophilia, Banking, Jesuits, and more 

 

 

 

SITS General Comment on Fulford Reports 

 

I decided to add this general comment to all Fulford reports since I frequently receive the same questions 

about them.  

 

Commentary:  

 

In response to many questions and comments I receive from people wondering why I share these reports, I 

offer the following.  

 

Speaking as someone who has been following Fulford's reports since 2011, reading them should probably be 

done with a large grain of salt. That is to say, he seems to share information directly from alleged sources 

within the Pentagon, CIA, White Dragon Society, and so on. Often the data presented is contradictory on the 

surface.  

 

The predictions and statements Fulford makes sometimes are highly accurate, whereas, in other instances, 

they are completely unfounded. Instead of looking to Fulford as one who is "tapped into" some greater truth, 

it would probably be more productive to consider his data as one possible perspective on what is happening on 

Earth at this time.  

 

Discernment is the process of understanding what something is, which in Fulford's case, means entertaining 

his reports without believing them blindly, and then doing the follow-up research/fact checking to determine 

what actually happened. In this way, it is a real-time discernment exercise. 

 

The fact that so many people continue to read his reports despite their sensational and wildly inaccurate 

nature at times—while also being accurate and poignant—means the people he receives information from are 

probably using him as a mouthpiece to speak to you—the reader who is on their awakening path. As such, 

blind belief or callous rejection are not our allies but critical thinking and open-mindedness are.  
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As I have said before, if he is serving as a mouthpiece for various groups working to change the status quo or 

agents within the Cabal, we can decipher the data as if it is a form of awakening propaganda—information 

that certain players want to expose the masses to. What effect this has on your personal process is largely up 

to you. But I would suggest taking an active role in discernment and not falling into the trap of total 

acceptance or rejection.  

 

[[The preceding text is only a partial update. 

The full text will be added to this post in a few days.] 

 

[Help support Benjamin 

by purchasing a subscription at benjaminfulford.net] 

________________________________________________ 

 

 

Updates From Fulford Last Week: 

 

Benjamin Fulford -- November 21st 2016: Hungary, the UK, the US, Bulgaria, Moldova free from 

Khazarian control, Austria, Italy, South Korea next 

 

Benjamin Fulford Interview -- November 30th 2016: Sean David Morton's Strange Universe with 

Guest Ben Fulford 

Popular and Important Articles from the past week: 

 

Mass UFO Sighings: Twitter and Others Appear to be Censoring Hastag #UFOATTACKTOTURKEY 

-- UPDATE: Mass UFO Event Over Turkey Being Suppressed 11/28/16 

 

Facebook Employees Are Quitting Because of Users Being Censored 

 

Trump Is Meeting with an Ex-bank Ceo Who Wants to Abolish the Federal Reserve and Return to 

the Gold Standard 

 

Why Are So Many Among The Elite Building Luxury Bunkers In Preparation For An Imminent 

‘Apocalypse’? 

 

BREAKING: UN to Free Assange, Final Ruling Says ‘Arbitrary Detention’ Must End 

 

ET Disclosure Lite – Wikileaks and Other Admissions That We’re Not Alone 

 

Time to Think Outside the Box | “Trump Chosen By Elite To Be Scapegoat For Massive 2017 

Crash!” Says Financial Writer 

 

New UFO and SSP Documents: MTM 622 Unconventional Propulsion Schemes | William Tompkins 

on the Jeff Rense Show -- November 30th 2016 
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Unconfirmed -- Kent Dunn: White Knights are Stepping Up The Pace Against The Cabal and 

Pedophilia !! 

 

#PizzaGate Will Be Used to Take Down the Alt Media… Unless We Are Vigilant 

 

It’s Back: Mysterious Spherical Space Object Appears Again Next To The Sun 

 

New Anonymous Message Urging Humanity to Look Inside Themselves — It’s Time to Stop Being 

Brainwashed 

 

Buzz Aldrin Is Medically Evacuated From Antarctica -- Secret Meetings with ETs or Shadow 

Government? 

 

Why Are They Intensively Chemtrailing the Skies Over Standing Rock? Biowarfare? 

 

Something Massive in Our Solar System Has Tilted the Sun by 6 Degrees 

 

‘Shoot at Us First’: Veterans Form Literal ‘Human Shield’ to Protect Standing Rock Protesters from 

Cops 

 

BREAKING: Victory! Amidst Massive Protests, Army Corps Blocks Dakota Pipeline 

 

Video: Anonymous -- The Next 10 Days will Rock the World 

_________________________ 

Stillness in the Storm Editor's note: Did you find a spelling error or grammar mistake? Do you think this 

article needs a correction or update? Or do you just have some feedback? Send us an email 

at sitsshow@gmail.com. Thank you for reading. 
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